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"It follows then as certain as that night succeeds the day, that without a
decisive naval force we can do nothing definitive, and with it, everything
honorable and glorious."
Captain John Paul Jones, 16 November 1778, in a letter to le Ray de Chaumont.
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F

our hours and thirty minutes: that was how long it would be until she
had been married a full day to Singapore navy Lieutenant Nengyi Yew,
Myolie thought. She had worn a traditional wedding gown, sleeveless

with an open back; while he had worn his formal white naval uniform with brass
buttons, black epaulets with two gold stripes—one thick, one thin—denoting his
rank. After exchanging vows, they had walked down the aisle of their local
church in the Serangoon neighborhood, hand in hand, beneath an archway of
sabres borne by Nengyi’s comrades from the RSS Tenacious. The organ had
boomed Handel’s Messiah as they had departed, celebrating their union through
lead pipes.
For nearly an hour her focus had been on the ship where the very same
men who had saluted the newlyweds with swords were afloat aboard their ship
in the Singapore Strait, but some movement just beyond the Singaporean navy
frigate caught her attention. It was impossible to be certain, but it seemed like a
very long and straight man with rounded limbs was hanging from a cable
beneath a helicopter, being dropped into the warm waters of the Singapore Strait
as if he was either being tortured to confess a crime or for the mere pleasure of
hanging from the whirlybird and taking an occasional dip. “It’s a sonobuoy,”
Myolie heard a man who looked to be in his mid to late-thirties next to her
explain to a little boy at his side. “They are looking for submarines.”
He must be a sailor’s brother, maybe the boy’s uncle, up there like her to
watch the parade at sea. They were amongst hundreds of people crowding
together elbow knocking elbow, fifty-one floors above the ground, atop
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Singapore’s most distinctive building: the Marina Bay Sands, or MBS as every
local referred to it. The complex looked as if three separate skyscrapers had
been built beside one another and then an ocean liner dropped upon them,
missing only a few propellers and a rudder from the building’s flat-sided west.
The observation deck had the feel of a cruise ship deck, with wood-plank floors, a
pointed front, and swimming pool.

Indeed, if the building was an icon of

Singapore, the infinity pool that seemed to sit and spill precariously above the
city was a symbol of the city’s luxury.
A firm breeze carrying a cooler, salty air comfortably wrapped around
Myolie, bringing her more relief than what she might have felt six kilometers
north in her native Serangoon district.

Her bangs flopped into her face,

somewhat concealing the curious look she cast towards the man and the boy.
Placing the binoculars back before her eyes, she was able to see more
clearly that it was a long, metallic tube like a helium tank that dipped in and out
of the water. Myolie lowered the binoculars after just half a minute, as lifting and
holding the lenses repeatedly for over an hour was like a bicep workout that she
never did.
With her full field of vision returned, Myolie was awestruck by the largest
naval fleet that had been assembled around Singapore in decades. It was not
even a quarter of the number of commercial ships that normally sat in the
Singapore Strait, but the uniform majesty of the subdued gray paint, the naval
guns sticking outwards from the ships’ front, and the knowledge of the fleet’s
combined firepower gave it a beauty that the tons of consumer products packed
into containers and the thousands of barrels of oil that the tankers could pump
out did not have.
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Once more she counted with her fingers, seeing if she would have the
same result: thirty-two. Thirty-two naval vessels from around the world united
in common cause. There were ships of war from Indonesia, Sweden, Norway,
Australia, France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Canada. Glowering
over all of the ships like a whale floating above a school of dolphins was an
American supercarrier. The news had widely reported the presence of the USS
Roosevelt as the star of the show, dazzling observers with the regular launching
and landing of its eighty-five aircraft.
The view, even had the fleet not been present, was breathtaking and one
for which Myolie berated herself for never having seen before, characterizing the
MBS observation deck as a tourist trap—and an expensive one where one drink
cost triple the regular price down below. In the cloudy distance to the south
loomed Indonesia and the Gardens by the Bay just below with their steel
mushroom trees and two greenhouse domes that seemed like gargantuan alien
ships. Between the two lay the wide Singapore Strait from which her husband
would depart for uncertain adventures.
Husband. It was a word that she would need some time to get used to,
having called Nengyi her boyfriend and then fiancé for so many years. She looked
at her watch; in about four hours fifteen minutes they would have been married
for a full day. She ran her left hand through her crispy, black hair with gold
highlights running through it. Its texture reminded her that the gel and spray
that she had applied to hold her hair in place beneath the veil was still there;
sticky, smelly, but genuine. Wedding hair that she had not washed since the
most beautiful moment of her life.
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Myolie’s reminiscence about the small, hurried wedding was interrupted
by a deafening thunder above. Four fighter jets, F-15SG' s of the Singaporean Air
Force, buzzed overhead just a few hundred meters above the MBS though more
than 500 meters above the ground. They continued southwards, flying over the
fleet and disappearing into small dots, almost invisible against the cloudy sky,
within seconds.
"They are flying a combat air patrol, or CAP," the man next to her
explained to the boy. "Looking for enemy fighters." Myolie leaned over and
asked the man who he was and how he knew so much.
"I did my national service in the navy aboard a patrol ship, but my
brother, Damien here’s papa, is aboard the RSS Intrepid.”
“My fiancé, I mean husband, is a weapons officer aboard the frigate RSS
Tenacious. Captain Heng gave me a ticket to the MBS observation deck as a
wedding present so I could have the best view of his departure. But do you think
there may be war?” For a moment Myolie wondered if the man was looking over
her thin, wiry body that was a head shorter than his with wishful lust. Knowing
that he had been in the navy, she had no illusions about what he thought of
women left alone while their husbands were at sea.
The man chuckled and shook his head. “No, it’s just countries rattling
swords and flexing their muscles. There is too much at stake for everyone for
war.”
Reassured, Myolie returned her attention to the sea.

Bringing her

binoculars back up to her eyes, she focused on a ship with smooth edges and
contours with a white 71 painted on its fore: the RSS Tenacious where her
husband was doing his duty. The vessel floated several kilometers in front of the
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Roosevelt, almost at the head of the fleet. Perhaps he had a few minutes to speak,
or had least sent a text message, Myolie hoped. When she checked her phone,
however, she saw that there was no network service. Frustrated, she jammed
the phone back into her handbag.

“All skies clear of commercials?” Lieutenant Nengyi Yew asked his
subordinates who were sitting at their workstations, staring at a half dozen large
LCD monitors within the Combat Information Centre, or CIC.

The screens

showed a large circle circumscribed in green, within which blue boxes with
various labeled slowly moved from left to right. They were fast movers—fighter
jets—that appeared to crawl on the 500 kilometer diameter radar coverage.
Blue triangles hovered unmoving: helicopters ferrying supplies and personnel
between ships, or conducting anti-submarine warfare, or ASW, operations.
He swallowed a cup of coffee, the mug emblazoned with the ship’s seal, in
just two seconds. The night had not given him any rest due to both celebration
and anxiety. Even the champagne continued to burp up through his mouth. His
left hand subconsciously tapped at the steel edge of a subordinate’s chair,
clanking to the beat of the Rihanna song, Get It Over With. The sensation of the
platinum on steel vibration sending a pulse through his skin and into his finger
bone was soothing and novel as he had never worn a ring before in his life. The
wedding band felt a bit loose as his fingers had shrunk from both dehydration
and the chill air that blew throughout the ship’s windowless command center –
not for the comfort of the crew, but to keep the hundreds of computers
functioning.
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“Aye aye, sir. We are tracking zero civilian aircraft. Changi and AWACS
confirm the all-clear. We just have ten friendly birds flying CAP, and some rotary
wings conducting ASW and general support ops.” Lieutenant Yew mumbled that
he understood.
A high-pitched warble from the ship’s intercom broke Nengyi’s halfdaydream of the wedding he had just had less than a day before. “This is the
Captain. Sailors, we are about to embark on Operation Kaki Blue. This not only
refers to the color of traditional naval working clothes, but Kaki also means
friend in Malay. So as friends we are joining our international partners in Task
Force South Pacific to sail to the Hainan area in order to enforce peace in the
region to counter the expansionist policies of the People’s Republic of China. We
will be joined by Task Force West Pacific, where we will form a combined fleet of
more than fifty fighting ships. I expect every man to do his duty and make this
ship proud. Helmsman, all ahead two-thirds. Captain, out.” Nengyi rubbed his
cheeks, self-conscious that he had not shaved that morning in his rush to get to
the ship before dawn. The Captain would understand…though his approval was
a different matter.
“The skies are clear, Major. No unknowns or suspicious tracks on the
Herakles,” Nengyi reported to the chief weapon’s officer a few meters away,
referring to the ship’s search radar.
Nengyi rubbed his ring for the hundredth time that hour, his finger feeling
itchy beneath the platinum. Twisting it, he made a prayer for a safe and quick
journey, perhaps with a celebratory port call somewhere in between. He was
halfway through envisioning his wife standing upon the MBS observing the ship
when his immediate superior spoke. “Very good, Lieutenant Yew. Be advised
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that according to the police and intel services that cyber attacks, DDOS attacks,
and the like were reported this morning against Singaporean computer systems.
Internet, phone, and even the electricity network are experiencing some glitches.
Make sure all of the safeties are on. We don’t want an errant launch that hits the
city or shoots down one of our birds because our computers mix up their bits
and bytes.” Nengyi affirmed the order and passed it onto the enlisted weapons
operators.

White foam bubbled behind the ships as fog horns rumbled through the
Straits, a surfing sound that bounced against the buildings over and over. The
fleet’s propellers stirred up the water so that cavitation grew from the smooth
sea at thirty-two different points. “There they go!” the uncle said to his nephew,
“Like horses dashing out of the gate.” The metaphor was exaggerated to say the
least, as it took several minutes for most of the ships to actually begin moving
due to their mass.
Myolie had her eyes focused on the Tenacious, and her heart leaped with
pride and sank with bereavement as its four German diesel engines pounded
their pistons and pushed the frigate forward, its bow slicing through the
Straight’s emerald green surface. The international mission’s, or the Pacific
Alliance as it was being called in the press, main objective was to deter China’s
claims against contested islands. Nengyi had assured Myolie that there would
not be any fighting. The fleet’s strength was too much for the adversary, and in
any case no one could have a war at sea these days. It was just too expensive and
pointless. Make iPhones, not war was a commonly posted Facebook status the
world over.
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Maybe I can send him one last message of farewell, Myolie thought.
Checking her smartphone, however, she saw that there was still no connection.
Being atop one of the tallest buildings in the city at the edge of downtown
Singapore should not have posed a challenge, especially given that it worked fine
below ground on the subway system: the MRT. But though frustrated she was
not going to let a StarHub glitch ruin her last moments with her husband, even if
it was a moment separated by several kilometers and several meters of steel.
Her gaze shifted upwards towards the coast of Batam, Indonesia, where
on the island’s south Myolie and Nengyi had spent several long weekends
throughout their four years together doing nothing but loving one another. So
many memories, and a lifetime to make more.
As she sighed forlornly towards Batam, she saw a puff of fire, smoke and
water come from a little north of the Indonesian shore. How kind it was, she
thought, to give a pyrotechnic farewell to the fleet. Indonesia, which contributed
four ships to the Pacific Alliance, seemed to be celebrating in proper Asian style.

The Tenacious groaned and heaved as the engines beat to life several
decks beneath Nengyi’s feet. He could tell by the sound and the vibrations what
power was being applied to the engines to turn the screws: two-thirds, as the
captain had ordered. “All tracks showing the fleet is underway, Captain,” Nengyi
heard one of his colleagues at the surface monitoring station report over the
radio. A minute later he overheard the crewman say into the radio, “Captain, we
have an underwater disturbance reported by USS Detroit at four to nine
kilometers, bearing approximately 160.”
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At first Nengyi thought what lucky guys at surface monitoring; they have
something to look at other than a few boxes and triangles on the Herakles; even
if it was just an echo from all of the ships starting up at once, or some school of
fish getting spooked out by the sudden activation of the fleet’s engines.
“Lieutenant, I have an air contact at 155 degrees, high speed bearing 300
degrees, shifting between two and ten meters above sea level,” the Herakles
monitoring sergeant said to Nengyi.
“What’s its speed, Mr. James?”
“Still calculating…1100 kilometers per hour!”
Nengyi immediately ordered all air defense systems activated and
reported the high-speed contact to the bridge.
“HMCS Bangor is attempting to engage with RIMs!” the missile crewman
reported hastily. Nengy was already on the interphone with the bridge, yelling
into it and hoping someone would acknowledge and issue the order to fire. The
Executive Officer received the report, but only after several attempts as the
second-in-command struggled to comprehend all of the reports pouring in
simultaneously from throughout the ship and the fleet. His voice choked with a
sense of overwhelming panic.

There looked to be several puffs of water and fire towards Batam, and
then Myolie saw a small flash on one of the ships. Then a second, and another
ship beyond it had a white and yellow flash erupt its deck. The water around the
two ships seemed to smooth out in an expanding circle, turning the jagged waves
into a shallow bowl. Seconds later, as the black smoke began to rise from the
ships, she heard a low snap and thunder.
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The mystery objects that Myolie had observed, like a deer might stare at a
sparkling rifle scope reflecting the dawn sunlight, were YJ-8 anti-ship missiles
launched out of the torpedo tubes of a People’s Republic of China’s Army Navy
Type 039A diesel submarine. The PLAN SSK Yuan-class submarine, the Yunnan,
had traveled from its port in Hainan several weeks before and had laid silently
on the seabed, crammed with food, water, and oxygen tanks in a seabed crevice
near the north shore of Batam Island, Indonesia. The Yunnan had slipped into
the Strait amongst several commercial container ships before the Strait had been
closed to merchant traffic – and before the ASW net had been established.
Unmoving, with no nuclear reactor’s cooling system to give away its position, the
submarine blended in with the seabed. Final orders had come from Beijing just
hours before: Terracotta warriors arise!

It was the coded message for the

Yunnan to attack the South Pacific Fleet. Enthusiastically obeying orders, the
submarine spat out one after another of its six-meter long anti-ship missiles as
well as Yu-7 torpedoes.
On the MBS, some people screamed, while others just ooohed in curiosity.
The boy asked his uncle what was happened. “Just some test, I bet,” he said, but
his forced words pushed through an unbreathing mouth which belied a deeper
anxiety. “God, let it be just a test,” he mumbled again while pulling the boy close.

“HMS Bangor and HMCS Winnipeg have been hit!” an enlisted
communications operator yelled out in the CIC.

Alarms sounded over the

intercom while the captain’s voice called all hands to general quarters. The
engines rose in pitch as they were pushed to full power.
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“Torpedoes in the water!” a sonar operator cried out. The calm of the CIC
had been shredded by over a dozen voices yelling out alerts, alarms, bearings,
speeds, altitudes, warnings, and fear.
“Lieutenant,” one of the weapons operators called, “I have multiple fastmoving sea-skimming missiles headed in our direction.” The chief weapons
officer was a few meters away looking at the Bangor and Winnipeg on the surface
radar, so it was up to Nengy to make a decision. Unlike many of the other ships
in the fleet, the RSS Tenacious did not have a close-in weapon system such as the
Rolling Airframe Missile or the CIWS Phalanx gun, and its only defense was the
French Aster 30 long-range missile intended for targets much farther away. Still,
it was better to fire than to sit like a sleeping duck, and the Tenacious’ fleet
assignment was air defense.
“Launch two Asters and fire smoke, chaff and flares!” Nengy ordered. His
job was air defense; a different Lieutenant would have to deal with the
torpedoes.
The ship rocked as two of the 4.9 meter missiles left their vertical launch
tubes from the ship’s bow and shot straight into the air, turning and descending
as they corrected their trajectory to intercept the anti-ship missiles. The air
around the ship exploded with smoke and flame, as canisters released aluminum
foil to confuse the Chinese anti-ship missiles’ seeker radars, with smoke and
flares added to the mix to confuse anyone trying to track the ship visually
through a periscope or on shore with binoculars. The ship shook again, but this
time much more vigorously – so much so that Nengy’s body lurched forward and
he only prevented himself from falling by grabbing onto one of his subordinate’s
chairs. His ring clacked against the chair and his coffee cup that had been sitting
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next to a console keyboard fell to the ground, its ceramic smashing and the drink
spilling all over the floor. The neon red lights flickered several times so that the
CIC was only lit by its many LCD’s. The room turned into an alternate world of
digital blue uniforms bathed in occasional red glow, with faces colorfully lit up by
lines and letters from the dozens of tactical screens.
“Torpedo impact, stern!” a voice hollered several times over the intercom.
“Fire control team to the engine room!”
“Should we evacuate, Lieutenant Yew?” one of the missile operators
asked, standing up and aiming himself towards the hatch.
“Have you heard the order to abandon ship, sailor? No? Good, then keep
your eyes on the scope and your hands on the missile controls!”

Myolie’s hand was at her mouth when she saw the rear of the Tenacious
lift up from the water several meters amidst a pillar of white-green water that
spouted forty meters high like a geyser, and then settle down as black smoke and
flame poured out from the waterline. When the Aster had launched from the
front of the ship, she knew from videos that it was a missile launching from the
ship and not one striking the ship, though the flame and smoke that the Aster left
behind might have been easily mistaken by someone not in the know for a
missile impact. It was, in a way, a thing of beauty. But the second water and light
show had been the torpedo hit, and the beauty became a beast.
Through the binoculars Myolie saw another small silver-gray tube with a
thin streak of white smoke heading towards the Tenacious. It was just seconds
away when it suddenly popped up, rising into the air at a sharp angle as if it had
decided that one strike against Nengy’s frigate was enough. The anti-ship missile
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continued its ascent, streaking over the Tenacious while slightly zigzagging left
and right.

“Missile overhead, Lieutenant. It’s either locked on to another target or
malfunctioned. Herakles still operational. Aster one and two have fallen into the
sea. Should I launch another?” Nengy thought for just half a second, trying to
block out the sirens screeching around him while balancing against the aft and
stern list.
“Launch two more Asters. It’s better to take out an errant anti-ship
missile than have it hit another ship.”
“Aye aye, sir, launching two Asters.

Firing Asters three and four.”

Seconds later, the ship shook as one of the missiles flew away.
“Sir, missile three is a misfire!” one of the other weapons crewman
reported.
“Missile four is airborne and locked onto target, correcting its trajectory
now.”

As one, everyone on the MBS observation deck yelled in panic when they
saw the anti-ship missile that had missed the Tenacious heading towards them.
Far away, it seemed to move slowly, leaving behind a mix of gray and black
smoke. Up until that moment, everyone had remained transfixed as the ships
jerked left and right, launching air defense missiles into the air and shooting the
close-in weapons support rotary guns at the closest missiles. Some atop the
MBS, while conscious of the tragedy, observed the sea battle transfixed, as if it
were the last seconds of a tie-breaking FIFA world cup penalty round.
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The uncle had been speaking to himself, narrating events to anyone
within earshot, with his legs planted firmly on the wood deck. He knew each
ship by name and type. After the Bangor, Winnipeg, and the Tenacious it was the
turn of the USS Stockdale, though the missile seemed to hit the tip of the fore,
causing only superficial damage. An Indonesian corvette and French destroyer
swerved to avoid unseen torpedoes, colliding into one another as they did so.
The Indonesian KRI John Lie was split in half by the much larger and heavier
French ship, the Chevalier Paul, and by the time the uncle saw that a missile was
heading towards the MBS, the John Lie had nearly sunk. All of this in just half a
minute.
What cruel commander would try to destroy the MBS? Myolie wondered as
she took a few steps back towards the exit as the missile headed towards the
building, as if she could flee down fifty-one stories before the missile struck – if
indeed it was going to. Then it dawned upon Myolie: the top of the MBS looked
like a ship! The architectural genius of the MBS with the appearance of a cruise
liner sitting atop three pillars of glass and concrete did not account for a naval
battle within its shadows, and the building was to become a victim of its own
originality.
The missile came fast on the heels of its own sound so that only a few
seconds passed between the shriek of its engine and the warhead’s explosion.
The MBS observation deck shook, knocking everyone off their feet, and Myolie
was certain that she saw the wood floor ripple as if it were as soft as gelatin. Her
ears were ringing and her stomach felt as if someone had punched her, but she
knew she was alive. The 165 kg warhead had struck too low, most of its force
exploding within the relatively empty spaces in the hotel rooms rather than
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decimating a major support beam and collapsing the deck, or striking the deck
itself and spraying Myolie and the others with fuel, metal shards, and throwing
their bodies off of the fifty-five stories with a massive shockwave.
Pulling herself up by grabbing onto a bent railing, the glass barrier
beneath it shattered, she searched for the Tenacious. Though many ships had
moved, Nengy’s ship was still easy to find as it had barely left its original
position. Black smoke hovered above it, reaching towards the sky like a death
angel. Suddenly, its rear deck exploded, followed seconds later by a detonation
at the front that was so strong that pieces flew hundreds of meters into the air.
Water embraced the ship and the sea swallowed up Lieutenant Nengyi Yew. The
fuel tanks had caught fire followed by an explosion that had quickly set the
ammunition magazine alight. What the torpedo had not immediately destroyed,
the frigate’s own wares completed.
Yet still another airborne object was approached. A white missile came
bearing down towards her: the Astrid that Nengyi had fired to destroy the antiship missile. With the Tenacious all but sunk and unable to issue guidance
commands and the air defense missile’s target gone, the Astrid simply continued
on its trajectory. Myolie last sensation was one of bitterness that she was being
smitten by her own husband’s missile.
For them it was the end, but for Asia it was just the beginning.
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